SEASON SCHEDULE

JULY

SAT  JULY 25  12 PM  @PHOENIX  abc
TUES JULY 28  6 PM  @CHICAGO  nfl
THURS JULY 30  7 PM  CONNECTICUT  espn

AUGUST

SAT  AUG 1*  5 PM  @SEATTLE  sportsnet
WED  AUG 5*  7 PM  INDIANA  espn2
FRI  AUG 7  6 PM  @LAS VEGAS  espn2
SUN  AUG 9  12 PM  MINNESOTA  espn
TUES AUG 11  7 PM  NEW YORK  league
THURS AUG 13  4 PM  @WASHINGTON  espn
SAT  AUG 15  11 AM  @INDIANA  espn
WED  AUG 19  7 PM  PHOENIX  sportsnet
FRI  AUG 21  4 PM  @ATLANTA  sportsnet
SUN  AUG 23  3 PM  DALLAS  espn
WED  AUG 26  5 PM  @MINNESOTA  sportsnet
FRI  AUG 28  5 PM  @CONNECTICUT  sportsnet
SUN  AUG 30  5 PM  ATLANTA  espn

SEPTEMBER

WED  SEPT 2  5 PM  @DALLAS  sportsnet
FRI  SEPT 4  7 PM  SEATTLE
SUN  SEPT 6  5 PM  CHICAGO  sportsnet
TUES SEPT 8  4 PM  @NEW YORK  espn
THURS SEPT 10  7 PM  WASHINGTON
SAT  SEPT 12  5 PM  LAS VEGAS

THEME NIGHTS

JULY 25  BLACK LIVES MATTER
AUG 11  TAKE ME BACK TUESDAY
AUG 19  SNEAKERHEAD NIGHT
AUG 30  BREAST HEALTH AWARENESS NIGHT
SEPT 6  #WEAREWOMEN
SEPT 10  SERVICE NIGHT & MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS
SEPT 12  FAN APPRECIATION

SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

*AUG 1 - TAPE DELAY ON SPECTRUM, LIVE ON CBS
*AUG 5 - TAPE DELAY ON SPECTRUM, LIVE ON WNBA LEAGUE PASS

GAMES FROM AROUND THE LEAGUE CAN BE FOUND ON WNBA LEAGUE PASS
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